The phenomenon whereby atoms deal with the positive or negative charge by losing or gaining the electron forms the basis of familiar processes. The elements in which the atoms comprise unfilled states can be considered as eligible for electron dynamics indicate that they can never be ionized. At required level, solid atoms of unfilled states elongate or deform as per exerting surface force to their electrons. At designing a suitable structure. So, a photonic band gap allows propagation of photons and this is not a band gap to allow flow of electrons called electronic or electric current.
It is customary to consider a negative or positive charge of an atom while gaining or losing its electron as the basis of a chemical or a physical process. Ion of an atom is the term where it either loses or gains electron of the valence shell. Ions are the species which possess either net negative or positive charge. The ion that carries net negative charge on an atom is known as anion while the ion that carries net positive charge is known as cation. Based on the aforementioned concept, an anion is attracted towards the anode, and a cation is attracted towards the cathode. Thus, the ion of an atom has the number of electrons unequal to the number of protons and this gives the atom a net electrical charge [1] . In chemical term, cation of an atom is formed by losing electron while anion of an atom is formed by gaining electron. In physical term, ion pairs are created under the ion impact consisting of a free electron and a positive ion [2] . In 1884, Sir Arrhenius explained in his dissertation that salt dissociates into Faraday's ions while forming a solution [3] . In 1910, Nobel Prize was awarded for work on the equation of state of gases and liquids, and binding of atoms in small particles was considered under the Van der Waals interaction [4] . However, the elementary charge of electrically isolated atom is quantized [5] . In practice, input source of power remains the electronic (electric) current to process all types of materials. Again, a flow of electrons is taken into consideration while scientific discussions of the results.
Atomic nature as well as atomic behavior of gold was discussed by Ali and Lin [6] while developing different tiny-sized particles in pulse-based electron-photon and solution interface process. Developments of tiny-sized particles along with the development of anisotropic and distorted particles under varying concentration of gold precursor were discussed by Ali and Lin [7] . Under identical process conditions, molar concentration of different precursors was processed, where it was concluded that nature of the precursor takes the edge in terms of required atoms to develop tiny-sized particles [8] . Under varying ratios of bipolar pulse OFF to ON time and pulse polarity, different tiny particles, nanoparticles and particles developed [9] . Particles of sub-micron size were explored by Ali and Lin [10] , where tiny-sized particles packed to develop an immature particle under their unfit packing. In pulse-based electron-photon and solution process, a detailed method of developing high aspect ratio gold particles was discussed under the optimum process conditions [11] . A tiny grain carbon film delivered enhanced field emission based on a large amount of tiny grains in carbon film related to elongated atoms of arrays [12] . Growth habit of grains and crystallites changed under a slight variation of the localized conditions of process, and thus identified the role of attained dynamics of carbon atoms [13] . The development process of different triangle-shaped tiny particles along with modification of atoms of arrays into structures of smooth elements was discussed by Ali [14] . The different structural evolution in atoms entitled to execute confined inter-state electron dynamics was discussed in a separate study [15] . The phenomena of heat and photon energy were precisely identified, where a neutral state silicon atom was taken as a model system [16] . Due to different atomic structure belonging to available elements, their possibly resulted tiny-sized particles (or nanoparticles) can be a defective nanomedicine instead of being effective [17] . The origin of atoms belonging to gas and solid states were presented under a different relation in terms of force and energy [18] . A different state of carbon atom deals with a different physical behavior despite having the same number of electrons [19] .
Depositing hard coating at a certain substrate was because of the incompatible energy and forced behaviors of gas and solid atoms [20] . Different chamber pressures resulted in different morphology and structure of carbon films [21] .
Results and discussion of this work start by describing atoms of none of the elements ionize; atoms of solid behaviors elongate or deform, under extreme limits of behavior, they erode, atoms of gas behavior condense or squeeze, under extreme limits of behavior, they erupt and atoms of inert behavior split under the excessive limit of field. Results and discussion further lead to discuss that on splitting inert gas atoms under the excessive field, those photons leaving inter-state electron gaps of splitting atoms, they enter in air-medium, where their characteristics become obvious for expose the light. Those photons releasing from the source do not follow the inter-state electron gaps of splitting atoms, they follow the electron streams of splitted atoms. Photons transferred forced energy to force electrons impinges on underneath atoms of solid behavior. This validates that current is because of the photons having amplitude in the width of inter-state electron gap, where inter-state electron gap is suitable in case of silicon atom. Current is not because of flow of electrons as known by electric current or electronic current. This extends the discussion by considering the silicon solar cell as it generates photonic current. So, this study highlights that in different microscopic analyses, photons of different features are being worked out to investigate the results of a specimen under investigation. Some important principles describing the different physical and chemical phenomena are also discussed here indicating the involvement of photonic current and not electric current. They again validate that atoms of none of the elements ionize. At the end, study takes the edge to describe those atoms of conductive, semi-conductive and insulator behaviors invest inter-state electron gaps to deal with the photons of different features. So, a photonic current is through the photonic band gap (or inter-state electron gap), where study of 'band gap' in different typed materials is not workable.
Results and Discussion
Solid atoms of those elements which execute electron dynamics for conservative forces evolve solid structure of different dimension and format depending on the nature of their built-in gauge [15] . Wherever a conservative force is involved to execute electron dynamics, the heat energy is engaged to configure into binding energy. Under the accessibility of neutral state certain atoms, they are capable to transform heat energy into photon energy, where the executed confined inter-state electron dynamics generated the photon energy shaped like a wave [16] . Different solid atoms possess directly proportional relationship of their force and energy while undertaking transition of their electrons within clamped energy knots, but this relationship is inversely proportional in case of gas atoms [18] . However, suitable state atoms of carbon element when involve non-conserved energy, a non-conservative force is also engaged [19] .
Followed by the neutral state, a certain solid atom deals with the re-crystallization transition state, where force and energy of transitional atom directly relate to each other in decreasing fashion. In the re-crystallization state of atom, orientations of electrons, both left and right side from the centre appear to be more towards the east-west poles.
Hence, that transitional atom is nearly at the level of solution surface, where exerting At solution surface, such elongations of gold atoms, when they are in array of triangle-shaped tiny particles, have been observed [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Nearly, the same is observed in graphite atoms in different tiny grains carbon films [12] . Considering the triangleshaped tiny particle of gold as a model system, the elongation of atoms of each array is uniform, which is discussed in a separate study [14] .
When the force exerted to atom is uneven for perturbed state electrons, stretching of clamped energy knots to its electrons is also non-orientational in nature. Such a sort of atomic behavior is related to the deformation behavior of that atom. Therefore, solid atoms of many elements under non-directional stretching of energy knots clamped electrons experience deformation, too. In deformation behavior of a naturally elongated atom, due to its disturbed state electrons, an uneven surface force of east-west poles is exerted to function, which is based on the electronic structure of that atom.
In this context, emerging force behavior is considered at different levels depending on the electronic structure of an atom. So, an involved force and engaged energy or an involved energy and engaged force do not permit that atom to produce an ionic form.
Thus, the mass of an atom depends on the force and energy of its electrons. Here, the force and energy of that atom remain conserved for any occupied standard state if it is in an isolated system. The same should be the case with atoms of different gas elements. However, in case of atoms of gases, force and energy are inversely proportional to each other [18] . for their nearby unfilled states [14] . Such a behavior of that atom does not allow one to say that is in its ionic state. However, in a case where an atom keeps electron dynamics confined, it executes inter-state electron dynamics for conservative forces [15] . In a case where an atom keeps electron dynamics partially non-confined, it executes interstate electron dynamics for partially non-conservative forces [19] such as graphite, nanotube and fullerene atoms. In a case where an atom keeps electron dynamics fully non-confined, it executes inter-state electron dynamics for fully non-conservative forces [19] such as diamond, graphene and lonsdaleite atoms. In this context, none of the electron dynamics of different atoms reveals any sign of losing or gaining an electron in that atom. When atoms are under electron dynamics for certain force and energy, it means that electron dynamics is within the possible inter-state electron gap, which is not in accordance with the ionization process.
A re-crystallization state atom when it is at suitable surface of exerting force in surface format is shown in Figure 1 Transition of an electron when for a new state, it is for the inter-state dynamics.
Behavior of elongation, deformation and erosion in solid atoms, condense, squeeze and erupt in gas atoms and splitting inert gas atoms are not because of transferring Both levitation and gravitation behavior coordinate to introduce the phenomenon of their infusing forces, which is more like in the way of destructive interference.
In a neon lamp, inert gas atoms split due to the effect of photonic current. Thus, the splitting atoms enable photons having characteristics of current to leave their inter-state electron gaps for traveling with different characteristics. When their features attain visibility, they glow in orange color.
In silicon solar cells (and other similar kinds of gadgets), inter-state electron
dynamics results in the generation of photons having characteristics of current [16] .
Their transportation to busbars and fringes is made through a certain scheme. However, photons having their characteristics near photons of current can melt the material under investigation. In this context, transmission microscope is operating under the climax of its application. The structure of gold particle image resolved down to a resolution of 0.10 nm, where widths of structure of smooth elements and their interspacing distance are discernible [9] . Again, the width of more elongated atoms reached close to 0.05 nm showing the resolving power of featured photons resulting from the dedicated source of high-resolution transmission microscope [6] . This again validates that current is due to the propagation of photons having amplitude equal to the width of inter-state electron gap.
In different arc-based physical vapor deposition techniques, the shape of an igniting arc on reaching the features of photons in the visible range, is observed. However, a high population of those photons is utilized to eject material from the target (known as cathode). The ejected material is used to deposit it at the substrate position in the vacuum chamber.
The flow of anions toward anode or cations toward cathode in electrolysis is not due to the gain or loss of electrons respectively. In fact, the photons of characteristics energy dissociate atoms and remove the volatile species from the surface of interest as well. However, a direct photonic current can be a source to split compound. It removes volatile species from the surface.
In lithium-based devices and ion beam technology, they solicit to revisit their science along with many others. In focused ion beam, photons having characteristics of current are the source of forced energy to prepare the sample for high resolution microscopy [25] .
In photoelectric effect or photoemission, the interaction of sunlight with metallic surface results in the ejection of the electrons. However, according to these observations, photons are generated under the confined inter-state electron dynamics of top-surface atoms while absorbing the heat energy of sunlight. They propagate through inter-state electron gaps of atoms. They deflect the needle of ammeter. In line with this, the phenomenon reveals photo-photonic effect.
The discussion put forward above validates that flow of electrons cannot be related to current, but it is related to propagation of photons having characteristics of current. A photon having characteristic of current has width (or amplitude) in the inter-state electron gap of suitable atoms or electron-to-electron gaps of laterally bound atoms. In atoms, trapped forces control and maintain the consistent width of inter-state electron gaps. Any discrepancy of inter-state electron gaps in developed structure of suitable atoms is also maintained through front-side propagating photons. This is through their abrupt field applied at input terminals. However, any contamination in the structure or presence of gas atoms, especially those with many electrons, disturb or block the interstate electron gaps, so a propagating photonic current. In gas atoms, electrons more than half in length remain above the centre of their clamped energy knots and vice [26, 27] . Such tunable arbitrary geometries and regular arrays of atoms, on further tuning, may become the future candidates for many marvelous discoveries. The process of splitting inert gas atoms will shed light on the science of several remarkable applications. These investigations will help to explore the unknown processes of socalled space plasma, medical plasma, industrial plasma and many other phenomena not yet explored. All that glitters need not to be Au but TiN or ZrN as well [28] . It appears that several elements and compounds glitter at a level not explored yet.
Further, what is needed to attain is the inter-state electron dynamics of their atoms?
However, it is discussed that formation of TiN primitive cell is due to the incompatible working energy and forced behavior of different natured atoms, where color of the resultant coating depends on the rate of adhering gas atoms to solid atoms [20] . There are many phenomena of science related to developed processes, devices and instrumental techniques, which need to be re-visited and investigated directly or indirectly. The photonic current can directly benefit in resolving the surface topography of interest by controlling the features of photons for certain phenomenon. Finally, it is required to re-explain the science of various phenomena through indepth explanation in relation to photonic current.
Conclusion
Atoms belonging to any element do not ionize. In an isolated system of original behavior, each atom maintains its conserved mass under the conserved force and energy of all comprised electrons. Solid atoms of suitable elements undertake uniform elongation towards both sides from their centers depending on electronic structure. In the atoms of the same element, elongation rate towards both sides remains the same from the centers through orientational based stretching of energy knots clamping to electrons. Especially, this is the case when atoms undertake re-crystallization state at required level of exerting force in surface format, where clamped energy knots to their electrons stretched in one direction. An elongated atom deals with further elongation while impinging electron streams at fixed angle. It converted into thick line like shape called structure of smooth element. An elongated atom handles deformation behavior when electron streams are impinged at different angles (orientations). Elliptical spherelike shape of the atom is now distorted. If that atom converts into a structure of smooth element, it also distorts impinging electrons. In deformed atoms, mostly inter-state electron gaps become ineffective. Nevertheless, under very high deformation, atoms start to erode. Clamped energy knots to electrons bear no more recovery of their stretching. Gas atoms condense, squeeze or erupt depending on the conquered behavior. In a structure of atoms having unidirectional (consistent) inter-state electron gaps, the propagation of photons is workable for photonic current, which is not the case in intra-state electron gaps. These investigations do not agree with the concept of band gap studied for atoms of different elements forming different materials of all scales. To build the field of photonic current, photons deal with inter-state electron gaps in the structure of suitable atoms, so the gap is related to photonic band gap. Incorporating contaminants or gas atoms in the core structure made of solid atoms with consistent inter-state electron gaps lower the resultant field of photonic current.
Atoms of inert gas
These findings alter the scientific investigations in many ways by focusing on the existing understanding of different atoms, materials and phenomena of daily operating devices along with light (photon) and matter interactions. Accordingly, these findings open ways of convenience for emerging scientific leaders to explore reliable and sustainable science behind the technologically important applications. 
